Cloud-based tools that streamline
strategic facilities planning

What It Does

SpaceTrak radically streamlines facilities planning by
automating the forecasting process, shortening the
timeframe, and increasing the accuracy of information
gathering for commercial real estate and architectural
planning. It provides real-time business critical data and
insights to help C-suite decision making.

How It Works
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SpaceTrak UPLOADS
People + Place information

03

DELIVERABLES
Stack plans
ROM budgets
Supply vs Demand

ANALYZE
Real Estate
Occupancy
Options

STAKEHOLDER INPUT
Validate employees
Forecast the future
Answer survey questions
Confirm adjacencies

Ongoing live reports & graphics support the process

Good data in

Processing

Good insight out

You provide the baseline information,
SpaceTrak scrubs, loads, configures and
launches it for you. Simple user interface anytime, anywhere. No middleman;
departments can enter forecast directly.

SpaceTrak crunches the
numbers, slicing and dicing the
data in the most relevant ways.
No more manual entry or
calculation errors.

Dashboards, interactive graphics,
stock and custom reports give
answers to your business critical
questions, informed by 30+ years of
strategic planning expertise.

Why You Need It
47%

48%

Need
improved
data access
& quality

Need high
degree of
strategic
management
talent

“It is no surprise that almost half of (CRE)
executives reported the need for improved
data and strategic talent to help influence
their enterprise discussions. Yet accessing
this data and talent is challenging.”
- Occupier Survey Report 2017 - CBRE

Cloud-based tools that streamline
strategic facilities planning

Why It’s Worth the Leap
INCREASED
ACCURACY

INCREASED
STRATEGIC PLANNING TIME

INCREASED
COST SAVINGS

30%

75%

$0.5m-$12.9m

Increase due to consistent
methodology and system checks
& balances

Of man hours saved on data
collection, allowing time to be
spent on insightful planning

Of cost saved through optimizing
your portfolio

Due to top-down and bottom-up
data collection with enforced
validation, auto-calculating live
reports and analytical graphs.
Methodology based on 30 years of
Strategic Planning experience.

Based on traditional data collection
process of spreadsheets,
databases, and interviews, and
reductions to revisions due to realtime reports.

Estimate based on 5% forecasting
error on a 1,000,000 sf portfolio
over 5 years.

Join the Club
of Facilities Managers, Real Estate Consultants and Architects/Designers from
Organizations such as:

1,1500,000 sf
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1,000,000 sf

70,000 sf

1,025,000 sf

400,000 sf

110,000 sf
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550,000 sf

